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NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors
Tessa Bailey and Sophie Jordan team up
for a collaboration featuring two sexy
contemporary
romance
novellas.OFF
BASE: KENNA AND BECK by Tessa
BaileyA welcome home he never
expected...and will never forget...When
Kenna Sutton is tasked with driving home
newly returned Beck True Blue Collier, she
expects the strategic Army mastermind to
be a pasty number cruncher. Never at a loss
for words, Kenna is nonetheless rendered
speechless by the gorgeous, inexperienced
and tightly-wound Army major that lands
in her passenger seat. Outraged by Becks
lack of a welcome home after seven long
years overseas, Kenna takes matters into
her own hands, giving Beck something hes
only ever fantasized about in his bunk.
Beck has never shied away from a test of
will and Kenna gives new meaning to the
word challenge. One problem? Kennas
father is the lieutenant general presenting
Beck with the Silver Star and Beck is
determined to treat Kenna with the respect
she deserves, even if her eyes beg Beck to
act out his most secret desires with her.
Desires hes always been told were the work
of the devil. But how long can one lonely,
starving man hope to resist the woman he
craves?OFF BASE: HUNTLEY AND
CULLEN by Sophie JordanBeing a good
girl has its drawbacks...Huntley Collier, an
emergency room nurse and all-around
do-gooder, is tired of living in the friend
zone. Cullen Brooks was given the job of
babysitting Huntley when her brother?his
best friend?deployed. But their friendly
coffeehouse hangouts and TV marathons
leave her wanting more. When one crazy
night leads to too many drinks and an
explosion of long-denied lust, Huntleys
dreams become a reality. And reality is one
hot, wild place she never wants to
leave.But only a good girl can bring down
a bad boy...Known as Sullen Cullen around
Black Rock, Cullen Brooks doesnt have
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many friends, but Huntley is one of them
and despite his decidedly unfriendly
fantasies of the curvy blonde, she is far too
sweet for his darker tastes. Keeping his
hands off is easier said than done, however,
when demure, little Huntley responds to his
touch like the wildcat he never
expected...and cant stop pursuing, despite
his better judgment. But when Cullen
suddenly faces losing her, will this bad boy
risk it all to keep his good
girl?PRAISE:Tessa Baileys alpha heroes
will make you combust! ?Laura Kaye, New
York Times Bestselling AuthorSophie
Jordan infuses all of her books with
memorable
characters,
sharp
wit,
smoldering sexual tension and heart
melting romance. It doesnt matter what
genre of romance shes writing, if Sophie
Jordan writes it I will read it. ?Jay
Crownover, New York Times Bestselling
AuthorOff Base was an absolute
PERFECT read [...] This is the kind of
book that makes you get grabby hands!
You NEED it on your kindle and in your
hands! ?Megan Wickland, Anas AtticIn
Beck & Kenna, Tessa Bailey brings us a
male virgin story. WHAT?!? Tessa Bailey
the Queen of Dirty Talk is bringing a male
virgin to life? Is she abandoning her
signature style? Oh NO! Shes inventing a
brand new hero type. The Alpha Virgin!
Kenna unleashes the BEAST in Beck and
Tessa keeps it fun and believable. [Five
stars] ?Nelle, Shameless Book ClubCullen
and Huntley burned up the sheets!!! These
two short stories will set your panties
ablaze!! ?Adrian, Shameless Book
ClubYou get a lot in both novellas, with so
many hot and sweet quotes, you will find
yourself squirming in your seat and holding
your breath to see if they make the right
decisions. ?Marissa, Shameless Book Club
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your Off base Synonyms, Off base Antonyms Synonyms for off-base at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Off Base (Out of Uniform, #1) by Annabeth Albert Reviews A space
for active duty military members, veterans and their families. Off Base Phrase - Meaning and Origins Urban
Dictionary: off base Not right, not correct, impolite, rude, improper, treyf, crazy not ready, not alert in baseball and
softball, not touching one of the bases and thus vulnerable to be off base Definition in the Cambridge Learners
Dictionary Off Base - Kindle edition by Tessa Bailey, Sophie Jordan. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like Off The Base A space for active duty military members, veterans
Apr 1, 2015 Not that the person is abnormal, but that some aspect of mental or behavioral functioning is off base. Does
it mean abnormal again or more Base Definition of Base by Merriam-Webster Off base definition, located outside the
perimeters of a military base: off-base housing for officers. See more. Off Base Residents - Aviano Air Base Off Ones
Base, the definition and potential origins of this expression. Find your favorite phrase! Guam Military Rentals, Guam
Off Base Housing, Guam Relocation be off base definition, meaning, what is be off base: to be wrong: . Learn more.
Off-Base Housing - NSF Dahlgren MWR Define base: the bottom or lowest part of something : the part on which
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